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PREFACE 
 
Training and retention are connected. The best way to retain cadets is to busy them 
with worthwhile activities. This course brings a fresh approach to cadet indoctrination 
through meaningful, exciting, well-organized activities designed to transform 
prospective cadets into cadet airmen. 
 
CAP has been lacking a standardized, user-friendly curriculum for orientating new 
cadets and getting them through Achievement 1. Therefore, the quality of cadet 
training has varied from unit to unit, making CAP’s dismal retention rate for first-year 
cadets (33%) no surprise. On its own, this course will not solve the cadet retention 
problem, but it is hard to imagine cadet retention improving if squadrons do not offer a 
comprehensive orientation for prospective and new cadets. 
  
Looking at cadet orientation as a system, it seems that commanders have three 
options:  
 
Trickle-In.  The first and most common system is the “trickle-in” approach whereby 
the squadron allows prospective cadets to join at any time, so the unit will constantly 
have one or two new cadets, but rarely more. Commanders know the new cadets have 
training needs, but with everything else going on in a squadron, most units do not find 
it feasible to devote precious resources to the new cadets. Instead, new cadets fall-in 
with the experienced cadets, and are left on their own to progress in CAP. Is it any 
surprise that two-thirds of new cadets leave CAP during their first year?  
 
Basic Cadet Training.  The second option is the “Basic Cadet Training” approach where 
squadrons send new cadets to the group or wing for a weekend of training. The 
obvious benefit here is that new cadets receive training designed to meet their needs. 
However, it is the quality of weekly unit meetings that has the greatest effect on cadet 
retention. A weekend BCT will excite a new cadet, but if the weekly meeting does not 
include worthwhile activities, the cadet will quit.  Still, sometimes a BCT-style 
approach is the most practical option, so this course has been designed to work well in 
that format.  
 
Pipeline.  The third option for orientating prospective and new cadets is called the 
“pipeline” and is the most ideal format for this course.  Under the “pipeline” concept, 
once or twice a year, the squadron holds a recruiting drive that brings in several cadets 
at once. This allows the squadron to justify setting-up a special flight of new cadets, 
where they will receive training designed to meet their needs. Because “pipeline” 
training takes place mostly during squadron meetings, new and advanced cadets have 
something to look forward to for several weeks, which should improve attendance and 
retention. 


